CHRISTMAS ARTS AND CRAFTS / MUSIC / FRENCH 19.12.19
SNOW LEOPARDS
Charlotte for her lovely singing in the Christmas play.
Evie for great singing.
TIGERS
Maisie for her wonderful singing in ‘Hey Ewe’.
Thomas for his fantastic singing in ‘Hey Ewe’.
COUGARS
Amy for her beautiful singing with a big smile.
Darcy for perseverance in her art and craft.
Fallon for improvement in her art and craft.
Sonya for her great singing with a big grin!
OCELOTS
Theo for a great singing performance.
JAGUARS
Amelie designed a cheery Christmas card and we presented it to the PTFA. Thank you.
LIONS
Harry has an enthusiastic attitude in French and is determined to learn more.
Jake knows a focused attitude and is open to suggestions. Well done!
CLASS CHOICE 05.12.19
SNOW LEOPARDS
Alexander for always having good manners. He has been working so hard over the past couple of months. His attitude is
fantastic.
TIGERS
Leon has made excellent progress this year with his confidence and reading.
Oliver has made great progress with his confidence in Year 2 and answers more questions on the carpet.
COUGARS
Aaron for being top of the class in Times Table Tests.
Riley has made good progress wih this reading and coming into school.
OCELOTS
Isabella and William have done some great work this term.
JAGUARS
Ben was nominated by his classmates for being kind, helpful and setting a good example to his peers and younger children.
Daisy was nominated by her classmates for being a super supportive friend.
LIONS

Lucy, congratulations! You have demonstrated high standards and a good degree of organisation this year, which certainly help
in high school
PERSONAL ORGANISATION 28.11.19
JAGUARS
Bea is consistently prepared and ready for her lessons. Well done and continue being a good role model.
Kanishk tends to always be organised and ready for his lessons. Keep up the good work.
LIONS
George for a mature attitude to his learning behaviour and for being organised. This will help him in high school.
GOOD MANNERS 21.11.19
SNOWLEOPARDS
Connie and Jessica are always kind to everyone.
Imogen always uses her manners and plays nicely.
Thomas is always respectful and always uses his manners.
TIGERS
Holly has great friends in all of Tigers.
Martha has a lovely group of friends in Tigers.
Martha always ensures she hands in her homework and reading books on time.
Sophie is excellent at remembering to hand everything in on time.
COUGARS
Aurelie and Sonya always show good manners.
Harrison and Kain are always good friends.
OCELOTS
Ilori and James demonstrate lovely manners.
Connor and Daisy show great friendship.
JAGUARS
Harrison is a good-natured friend to his peers. Thank you for your positive example of this school value.
Lyla is a quiet, calm and kind friend to have. Thankyou Lyla, please keep it up!
LIONS
Summer is a positive young lady who is supportive to others.
Alfie is a calm and supportive friend to others.
Alfie always demonstrates beautiful manners and is a wonderful and positive example to others.
Lucy is a thoughtful and considerate pupil who always sets a first-class example of courtesy and good manners.

HANDWRITING / PRESENTATION 07.11.19
JAGUARS
Evie produced some beautiful English on Arctic Animals.
Reuben created a Polar Bear fact file that using an interesting presentation style.
LIONS
Ethan works hard to ensure his writing and work layout are both neatly presented.
Rosie has improved her neatness and presentation since the start of the school year.
PE / SPORT 07.11.19
SNOWLEOPARDS

Charlie always tries his best and listens carefully.
Leah always tries her hardest in P.E.
TIGERS
Carter focusses well during P.E. lessons and strives to be the best he can.
Maisie-Jayne shows a real keenness to make improvements and develops her techniques in P.E. lessons.
COUGARS
George is a great sportsperson and a good help to Mr Tyson.
Jessica is a great sportsperson.
OCEL0TS
Ava has put in some great effort during P.E. Well done!
William displays some super P.E. skills. Well done!
RESPECTFUL BEHAVIOUR 17.10.19
SNOWLEOPARDS
Bea always remembers her manners with adults.
Ethan is always respectful and polite.
TIGERS
Archie is respectful of all other children and staff. He uses beautiful manners.
Maisie-Jane is consistently respectful and displays beautiful manners.
COUGARS
Ben and Ffion always show respectful behaviour.
OCELOTS
Freya and Jacob show great respect in class.
JAGUARS
Lily. Thank you for your respectful behaviour towards friends and staff members. You are a great role model!
Olivia is both polite and respectful to her peers and members of staff.
LIONS
Connie is polite and treats others fairly.
Harry is always calm and respectful to others.
SPELLING AND GRAMMAR 03.10.19
SNOWLEOPARDS
Bea always concentrates really well in Phonics and applies her phonics knowledge in her writing. Well done!
Ethan works hard in Phonics.
TIGERS
Leon has worked hard to improve his spellings.
Seth shows a great knowledge of spelling
COUGARS
Alfie and Jack produce a great effort in their spellings.
OCELOTS
Chase has shown us some super spellings.
Lexi has made a great start with her spellings.
JAGUARS
Lewis has produced some wonderful work.
Nancy tries her hardest to spell correctly and will ask is she is unsure about a word.
LIONS
Scarlett always makes a conscious effort to check tricky spelling using support resources provided.
Tina tries hard to improve her spellings as she always attempts to correct her mistakes.

SCHOOL VALUES 26.09.19
SNOWLEOPARDS
David has been working hard in Spelling. Well done!
TIGERS
Josh consistently demonstrates our School Value
and is a good friend to all.
Maisie shows respect to all members of staff and her peers.
COUGARS
Joey consistently shows our School Values.
Molly always does the right thing.
OCELOTS
Matilda and William are great role models and super milk monitors.
JAGUARS
Bethan consistently displays our School Values.
She is trustworthy and a good friend to all.
Quinn adheres to our School Values. He is respectful and understands the value of Koinonia.
LIONS
Evie is a positive young lady showing a good example to others. She always demonstrates great friendship.
PUNCTUALITY 19.09.19
SNOWLEOPARDS
Imogen and William are always polite, respectful and they always use their manners
Emmie always arrives ready to learn.
Sammy always arrives to class ready to learn.
TIGERS
LJ works hard to complete his work.
Dylan is consistently on time.
COUGARS
Antony and Imogen are always punctual after break and lunch.
OCELOTS
Nancy has had a great start to the year and is trying hard in all subjects.
Oskar has had a lovely start to the year and has produced some lovely maths work.
Josh and Lily have shown some lovely time keeping. Well done!
JAGUARS
Bradley always is on time and eager to be in school.
Jack is bright, sunny and ready to learn.

